Shaltz Automation is one of the fastest growing companies in Michigan and Northern Ohio. We have been in business since 1975, and we have 3 locations to serve our customers better. With offices in Flint, Michigan, Grand Rapids Michigan, and Cleveland Ohio, we are your experts in automation, controls, and mechatronics. Let our team of experienced automation specialists “make it easy” for you to meet your automation needs. We are committed to our goal of being an innovative value added supplier and strive to be an asset to our customers by being experts in everything we sell.
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**MILESTONES**

- **1975** Shaltz Fluid Power Started by Fred and Phil Shaltz
  - Started as an air and hydraulic component supply company by our founders.
- **2006** Shaltz Fluid Power becomes Shaltz Automation
  - With the evolution of Industry moving further away from traditional manufacturing standards and closer to a world of automation and robotics Shaltz Fluid Power has evolved with it, now being known as Shaltz Automation.
- **2016** Shaltz adds Value Add Center (VAC)
  - Our goal is to “make it easy” for our customers to implement our products and solutions to their applications. Our value add center provides assembly of our products to our customers for more straightforward implementation on their equipment. Our VAC also provides proof of concept for robot and cobot applications, which assures our customers that our products will perform as intended for the application.
- **2016** Shaltz adds northern Ohio Sales Territory
  - In an effort to expand and support the underserved Northern Ohio market, Shaltz has added a team of sales professionals and applications engineers to meet our growing customer demands.

**LOCATIONS**

**Headquarters Flint Michigan**
5190 Exchange Dr.
Flint, Mi 48507

**Grand Rapids Michigan**
88 54th Street Sw,
Grand Rapids, MI 49548

**Northern Ohio**
10200 Brecksville Road
Brecksville, OH 44141

**CONTACT**

- 5190 Exchange Dr.
  - Flint, Mi 48507
- WWW.SHALTZAUTOMATION.COM
- SALES@SHALTZAUTOMATION.COM
- TOLL FREE: 1-855-454-1888
- FAX: 1-810-732-6540

**MANUFACTURERS REPRESENTED**

- Festo
- Turck
- Mitsubishi Electric
- Phoenix Contact
- Piab
- MIR Mobile Industrial Robots
- Euchner
- Universal Robots
- Piab
- Advantech
- PATLITE
- Leuze Electronic

**OUR HISTORY**

- **1975** Shaltz Fluid Power started by Fred and Phil Shaltz
  - Started as an air and hydraulic component supply company by our founders.
- **1996** Shaltz becomes the first commodity manager ever for a GM facility.
- **1999** Shaltz acquires Delta Fluid Systems and diversifies into automation
  - Shaltz becomes a Festo distributor.
  - Shaltz becomes a Turck distributor.
  - Shaltz becomes a Mitsubishi distributor.
- **2004** Shaltz expands into West Michigan with an office in Grand Rapids.
  - Shaltz becomes a Dorner Conveyor distributor.
- **2006** Shaltz becomes a Festo distributor.
  - Shaltz becomes a Turck distributor.
  - Shaltz becomes a Mitsubishi distributor.
- **2008** Shaltz becomes a Universal Robots (UR) distributor.
  - Shaltz becomes a Phoenix Contact Automation Elite distributor.
- **2009** Shaltz diversifies into collaborative robots with Rethink Robotics.
- **2011** Shaltz expands the Flint Headquarters by 10,000 sq ft for value add.
- **2015** Shaltz opens an office in Brecksville Ohio located 15 miles south of Cleveland.
- **2016** Shaltz expands the Flint Headquarters by 10,000 sq ft for value add.
  - Shaltz becomes a Phoenix Contact Automation Elite distributor.
  - Shaltz diversified into collaborative robots with Rethink Robotics.
- **2018** Shaltz becomes a MIR (Mobile Industrial Robots) distributor.
- **2019** Shaltz opens an office in Brecksville Ohio located 15 miles south of Cleveland.